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Schulthess

serviceMaster.

The clever all-in-one platform for more options

With the new Schulthess serviceMaster you maintain a maximum overview 

of your communal laundry, laundry or laundromat. Simple digital dashboards 

and analysis tools help you increase the efficiency of washing processes and 

improve machine availability. In addition, the automatically triggered service 

ensures that your machines function perfectly and reliably. serviceMaster is a 

clever tool, developed by smart minds for you and your needs.



One platform.   

Many options.

Whether property managers, hotels, hospitals or laundromat operators: service-

Master is flexible and adapts exactly to your requirements. The basic module 

contains everything that makes it easier for you to manage the machines and 

increases efficiency. And with the additionally available modules, you can 

ensure that serviceMaster becomes your very own indispensable tool.

Basic module

Smart Monitoring 

In the event of an error message, your service partner is 

automatically notified. It is also possible to manually add 

a ticket – this guarantees that any problem is solved 

quickly.

Spare Part Flash 

serviceMaster analyses the machine data and suggests 

spare parts in good time. This prevents problems and 

ensures flawless all-round operation in your laundry.

Proactive Maintenance

serviceMaster keeps an eye on maintenance work and  

the Clean Service and notifies you in good time when work 

is due. Because prevention is always better than repair.

Smart Asset Management

See in real time, wherever you are, whether your machines 

are working. You can view, allocate and filter your assets 

across multiple sites.



Additionally available modules

EasyLive Control

View machine data clearly in dashboards and get a live 

overview of the utilisation of your laundry rooms and laun-

dries. This makes it easier to avoid bottlenecks and  

to optimise processes.

Easy Reporting

Dashboard and analysis tool data can be easily exported 

into Excel, giving you the chance to analyse this data 

further or even present it.

Laundry Report 

Exactly how high is your mountain of washed and dried 

laundry? serviceMaster knows and shows you at the  

touch of a button.

Better go green

The consumption report shows how much water and 

electricity your machines consume, improving energy 

efficiency in a targeted manner.

Hygiene Monitoring

Digital hygiene monitoring can be relied upon: It stores the 

hygiene certificate directly on a separate tamper-proof 

dedicated memory (FINRA & CFTC compliant). If a certifi-

cate is not complied with, you will be informed directly.

Remote Updates

Manage customised programmes or type and amount of 

liquid detergent when and where you want. The secure 

cloud makes it possible – and makes you independent.

Managed Solution

serviceMaster has open web-based interfaces, making 

it easy to integrate it into your enterprise solutions and 

ensuring lean processes with a common database.



The serviceMaster benefits.
Save time
serviceMaster automatically informs your service partner about pending 

repairs and transmits all the information it needs for troubleshooting. 

For genuine time saving.

Boost profitability
serviceMaster provides a crystal-clear overview of all the relevant data 

such as utilisation, consumption and availability. For laundry rooms, 

laundromats and laundries that are profitable. 

Increase flexibility
serviceMaster provides you with programme and liquid detergent controls 

via the cloud. For maximum flexibility, wherever and whenever.

Consumption statistics made easy
serviceMaster shows you the exact water and power consumption of 

your machines. For even easier energy saving.

Ensure hygiene automatically
serviceMaster gives you peace of mind when it comes to hygiene. It 

monitors compliance with cleaning and disinfection protocols. For au-

tomation of your compliance.

Sustainable system
serviceMaster is based on the Schulthess IoT platform and is therefore 

certified, sustainable and secure as well as open for connection to 

third-party systems. For flawless processes.
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Schulthess knows what is important for 

machines in communal laundries, laundries 

and laundromats. Which is why we put 

great store on robustness, hygiene, short 

washing and drying times, energy efficien-

cy – and of course sustainability – in our 

appliances.

Existing appliances are  

easily integrated  

into serviceMaster  

via a retrofit.


